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On pluricanonical systems of algebraic varieties of
general type
Meng Chen
Abstract.
We extend Kollar's technique to look for an explicit function h( n)
with 'Pm birational onto its image for all integers m 2': h(n) and for all
n-dimensional nonsingular projective varieties of general type.

§1.

Introduction

One of the fundamental problems in birational geometry is to find a
constant rn > 0 such that the rn-canonical map is an Iitaka fibration for
any n-dimensional projective variety with positive Kodaira dimension. It
is well-known that one may take r 2 = 5 (see Bombieri [2]) for surfaces of
general type. The existence of r n for varieties of general type was proved
by Hacon-Mckernan [10], Takayama [19] and Tsuji [20] and, recently,
r3 :::; 73 was proved by Chen-Chen [6, Theorem 1.1]. Some other relevant
results with regard to the existence of r n have been already proved by
Chen-Hacon [3], Pacienza [15] and Viehweg-Zhang [23]. The following
problem, however, is still open:

Problem 1.1. To find an explicit constant J-Ln (n 2: 4) such that
the m-canonical map 'Pm is birational onto its image for all m 2: J-Ln and
for all n-dimensional projective varieties of general type.
Let V be a n-dimensional nonsingular projective variety of general
type. Denote by K v a canonical divisor on V. A reasonable strategy
for studying Problem 1.1 is composed of two steps:
[a] To find a positive integer m 0 such that h 0 (V,m 0 Kv) 2: 2;
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[b] To find an explicit function g(m 0 , n) such that them-canonical
map Cf!m is birational for all m ~ g(mo, n).
This strategy works well in dimension 3 (see, for instance, [5, 6]). In
fact, since Reid [17] has found the Riemann-Roch formula for minimal
3-folds, we [5, Theorem 1.1] managed to prove h0 (V,m 0 Kv) ~ 2 by
utilizing that formula. On the other hand, Kollar [14] and myself [8]
have an effective formula in dimension 3 for Step (b). Generally, for
Step [a], since the classification to 4-dimensional terminal singularities
is still incomplete, there is no known Riemann-Roch formula fo,r x(mK)
on minimal varieties. Thus to compute Pm := h0 (V,m 0 Kv) is still
expected. Though Kollar [14] has essentially solved Step [b], what we
are more concerned here is the stable birationality, to be worked out by
an improved and generalized technique, of linear systems lmK + fQll
where Q is any nef Q-divisor. Hence this paper can be regarded as a
remark or complementary to Kollar's method. We will build up some
new results about induced fibrations from pluricanonical systems.
Assume Pm 0 (V) := h 0 (V; Ov(m 0 K v)) ~ 2 for some positive integer
mo. Set Cf!mo := <I>ImoKvl' the mo-canonical map of V. We define the
mo-canonical dimension~:= dimrpm 0 (V). Clearly 1::::; ~::::; n. In order
to formulate our statements, we introduce the following:
Definition 1.2. Define A(V) to be the smallest positive integer
such that P.x(v)(V) ~ 2 for a given n-dimensional projective variety V
of general type. Define An:= sup{A(V)I dim(V) = n}.
Remark 1.3. According to Hacon-Mckernan [10], Takayama [19]
and Tsuji [20], one knows An < +oo. Therefore an assumption like
Pmo ~ 2 is reasonable and natural.

The main result of this paper is the following which, at least, induces
new results for the case n = 4:
Theorem 1.4. Let V bean-dimensional (n ~ 3} nonsingular projective variety of general type. Let Q be a nef Q-divisor on V. Assume Pmo ~ 2 for some positive integer mo. Then the linear system
lmKv + fQll defines a birational map onto its image for all integers
m ~ e(~) where e(~) is a function as follows:
(1) when~~ n- 2, e(t) == min{4m0 + 4,57} · (2m 0 + 1)n-3 +
mo(n- 2) +2;
(2) when L = n- 3, e(L) = 75(2m0 + 1)n-3 + m 0(n- 3) + 2;
(3) when L::::; n-4, e(t) = (2mo+1)L- 1wn-L+l +mo(t-1)+2 where
Wn-L+l can be obtained by the number sequence {wt}~,;;+l with
Wi =:Xi+ Wi-1(2::Xi + 1), W4 = 151::X4 + 75, Xn-L+l = mo and,
for all other i, :Xi = Ai.
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By taking Q = 0, 'Pm is birational for all integers m 2: e(t).
In particular we have the following:
Corollary 1.5. Let V be a nonsingular projective n-dimensional
{n 2: 4) variety of general type. Then 'Pm is birational for all integers
m 2: Wn + 2 where Wn is obtained by the number sequence {Wt}t'= 4 with
Wi = Ai + wi_:_l (2.Ai + 1) and W4 = 151>.4 + 75.
Corollary 1.6. (=Corollary 4.3) Let V be a nonsingular projective
4-fold of general type with Pm 0 2: 2 for some integer mo > 0. Let Q
be any nef Q-divisor on V. Then cl?lmKv+rQll {in particular, 'Pm) is
birational for all m 2: 151mo + 77.
·

Theorem 1.4 also implies the following:
Corollary 1. 7. An explicit constant JLn mentioned in Problem 1.1
can be found by means of Theorem 1.4 if and only if explicit constants
Pk for all k :::; n can be found such that the pluri-genus Pp" 2: 2 for all
k-dimensional projective varieties of general type.

From this point of view, a Riemann-Roch formula for x(O(mK)) is
of key importance just like what Reid has done in [17, last section] for
threefolds.
This paper is organized as follows. First we fix the notation for
the map 'Pmo. Then we systematically study the property, of the induced fibration f: X' -----+ B, which generalizes known inequalities in
3-dimensional case. In Section 3, we will improve known results on surfaces and 3-folds. Theorems in Section 4 are original. We will prove the
main theorem by induction in the last section.
We always use the symbol = to denote numerical equivalence while
rv means linear equivalence.
§2.

Properties of canonically induced fibrations

In this paper, V is always an-dimensional nonsingular projective
variety of general type. Let mo be a positive integer. Assume that
A C lmoKvl is a sub-linear system such that cl?A(V) = 1 where cl?A is
the rational map defined by A. We call A a pencil contained in JmoKvi·
Note that such a pencil always exists. For instance, a 2-dimensional subspace of H 0 (V, m 0 K v) corresponds to a pencil. We will study properties
of the rational map c)? A in this section.
2.1. Existence of minimal models. By recent works of BirkarCascini-Hacon-Mckernan [1], Hacon-Mckernan[12] and Siu [18], V has
a minimal model. Again by [12], any fibration f: Y -----+ B, from a
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nonsingular variety Y of general type to a smooth curve B, has a relative
minimal model. According to the established Minimal Model Program
(MMP), one may always assume that a minimal model has at worst
Q-factorial terminal singularities.
From this point of view, it suffices to study 'Pm on minimal models.

( +) Throughout X always denotes a minimal model of V.
Because <I> A can be defined on a Zariski open subset of X, we may
also regard A as a pencil on the minimal model X.
2.2. Set up for <I> A. Denote by p,: V --+X the birational contractionmap. Because Pm 0 (X) = Pm 0 (V);:::: 2, we may fix an effective Weil
divisor Kmo rv moKx on X and a divisor Kmo rv moKv on v. Take
successive blow-ups 7r: X' --+ X along nonsingular centers, such that the
following conditions are satisfied:
(i)
(ii)

X' is smooth;
there is a birational morphism 'lfV: X'--+ V such that p,o7rv =
71";

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

the movable part M 0 of 7ry(A) is base point free and so that
g := <I> A o 'lfV is a non-constant morphism;
7r*(Km0 ) U 7rV{Km0 ) has simple normal crossing supports;

for certain purpose 7r even satisfies a couple of extra conditions
by further modifying X'. (This condition will be specified in
explicit whenever we need it.)

We have a morphism g: X'---+ W' ~ lP'N. Let X' ..L B ~ W'
be the Stein factorization of g. We have the following commutative
diagram:

f
x'----'--...
B

~vj ~ j'

V __________ .,. W'.
i.pA

Denote by r(X) the Cartier index of X. We can write r(X)Kx' =
7r*(r(X)Kx) + E"' where E"' is a sum of exceptional divisors. Recall
that
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Clearly, whenever we take the round-up of mn*(Kx) form > 0, we
always have fmn*(Kx)l:::; mKx'·
Denote by Mk,X' the movable part of lkKx'l for any positive integer
k > 0. We may write maKx' =<Q> n*(maKx) + Err,mo = Mmo,X' + Zm 0 ,
where Zm 0 is the fixed part of lmaKx'l and Err,mo an effective Q-divisor
which is a Q-sum of distinct exceptional divisors with regard to 7r.
Since Ma:::; Mmo,X' :::; n*(maKx), we can write n*(maKx) = Ma+
EA_ where EA_ is an effective Q-divisor. By our assumption (A is a pencil),
B is a nonsingular complete curve. By Bertini's theorem, a general fiber
F of the fibration f : X 1 ----> B is a (n - 1)-dimensional nonsingular
projective variety of general type.
Once a fibration f: X' ----> B is obtained, we may take the relative minimal model fa: Xa ----> B of f. Then we can remodify 7r and
nv again such that a new birational model X" dominates X' and Xa.
Namely assume n': X" ----> X' and n": X" ----> Xa are the birational
morphisms, set f" := f o n', then f" = fa o n".
Therefore we can make the following:

2.3. Assumption on X'. To avoid too complicated notations, we
may assume from the beginning that X' = X" by further birational
modifications, i.e. there is a contraction morphism () : X' ----> Xa such
that f =fa o () and that fa is a relative minimal model of f.
With this assumption, we pick up a general fiber Fa of fa and set
(]" := Blp, then(]"; F----> Fa is a birational morphism onto the minimal
model.
Set b := g(B). We will study the geometry off according to the
value of b. In fact there are two cases:
p

(i) b > 0, Ma

rv

l:Fi
i=l

=pF where the Fi's are different smooth

fibers off for all i and p?: 2;
(ii) b = 0, Ma rv pF :::; man* (Kx) with p ?: 1.
2.4. Reduction to problems on X'. As we have seen, there is a
birational morphism nv: X' ----> V. Let m be a positive integer and Q
a nef Q-divisor on V. Since
nv*Ox,(mKx' + nv(IQl)) ~ Ov(mKv + IQl)
and mKx, +nt-(IQl)?: mKx' + IQ'l where Q' := nt-(Q) is nef on X',
the birationality of q?lmKx,+fQ'll implies that of q?lmKv+fQll· Furthermore the fact mKx' ?: mn*(Kx) allows us to consider a smaller linear
system on X' like:
IKx' + f(m -l)n*(Kx) + Q'll·
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The 3-dimensional version of the next lemma has appeared as [9,
Lemma 3.4].

Lemma 2.5. Let fy: Y --~ B 0 be a rational map onto a smooth
curve B 0 where Y is a normal projective minimal variety (i.e. K y nef)
with at worst terminal singularities. Let ny : Y' --> Y be any birational
modification from a nonsingular projective model Y' such that gy :=
fy o ny : Y' ----> B 0 is a proper morphism. Denote by Fb any irreducible
component in a general fiber of gy. Assume 9(Bo) > 0. Then
OFb (ny(K y )IFb) ~ OFb (c/* (KFb,o))
where Fb,o is a minimal model of Fb and there is a contradiction morphism 0' 1 : Fb ----> Fb,o.
Proof. One has a morphism 9Y: Y' ----> B 0 . By theorems of
Shokurov [16] and Hacon-Mckernan [11], each fiber of ny : Y' ----> Y
is rationally chain connected. Therefore, 9Y(nY: 1(y)) is a point for all
y E Y. Considering the image G C (Y x B 0 ) of Y' via the morphism
(ny x 9y) o L.Y' where l':,y, is the diagonal map Y' ----> Y' x Y', one
knows that G is a projective variety. Let 9 1 : G ----> Y and 9 2 : G ----> B 0
be two projection maps. Since 9 1 is a projective morphism and even
a bijective map, 9 1 must be both a finite morphism of degree 1 and a
birational morphism. Since Y is normal, 9 1 must be an isomorphism.
So 9Y factors as h o ny where h := 92 o 91 1 : Y --> Bo is a welldefined morphism. Let Y J!!..... B' _.i__. B 0 be· the Stein factorization of
h. Set f' := fo o ny. Then F is a general fiber of f'. Denote by
Fb,O a general fiber of fo. Clearly KFb,O rv K y IFb,O is nef and so Fb,O
is minimal. So it is clear that nY.(Ky)IFb rv 0' 1*(KFb,O) where we set
0' 1 := ny IFb: H ----> H,o·
Q.E.D.
The above lemma clearly applies to our situation with b > 0.
Now we begin to study the case b = 0. According to our definition,
Mm,F denotes the movable part of lmKFI for any m > 0.
Since B ~ IP'l, one has OB(1) '-+ f*w~'/' 0 • Then there is the inclusion:

®m
f *WX'jB

'-+

f

®m(2mo+1)

*WX'

for all integers m > 0. Because f*w~':iB is semi-positive (see Viehweg
[22]) and is thus a direct sum of line bundles of non-negative degree, so
it is generated by global sections. Therefore any local section of f*w?c':i B
can be extended to a global one of f*w?cr:'( 2mo+l). This already means

m(2mo

+ 1)n*(Kx)IF;::::: Mm(2mo+1),X'IF;::::: Mm,F·
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Whenever m is divisible by the Cartier index of F 0 , the Base Point Free
Theorem says that Mm,F "'ma-*(KF0 ). Thus we get

1r*(Kx )IF 2':

m( 2 ~0 + 1) Mm(2mo+l),X'IF 2':

1
2m 0 + 1 a-* (KF0 ).

(1)

Lemma 2.6. Keep the same notation as in 2.2. Assume b = 0 and
that a general fiber of f has a Gorenstein minimal model. Then there
exists a sequence of positive rational numbers {!3t}, with f3t < ~ and
!3t t>--++oo
~---+ ___:f!_+ , such that
mo p

is Q-linearly equivalent to an effective Q-divisor for all integers t > 0.
Proof. When n = dim(V) = 3, this is nothing but Theorem [9,
Lemma 3.3]. Here we generalize it for any n. One has OB(P) "--> f*w']Z~
and therefore f*w~f/B "--> f*w~f+ 2 tomo for any positive integer to.
Note that f*w~f; B is generated by global sections since it is semipositive according to Viehweg [22]. So any local section can be extended
to a global one. On the other hand, whenever to is bigger, ltopa-*(KFo)l
is free by Base Point Free Theorem and is exactly the movable part
of lt 0 pKFI by the ordinary projection formula. Clearly one has the
following relation:

ao7r*(Kx)IF 2': Mtop+2tomo,x'IF 2': boa-*(KFo)
where ao := top + 2tomo and bo := top. This means that there is an
effective Q-divisor E'p on F such that

ao7r*(Kx)IF

=IQ

boa-*(KF0 ) + E'p.

Thus 7r*(Kx)IF =IQ ~a-*(KF0 ) + EF with EF = loE'p.
Let us consider the case p 2': 2 first.
Assume we have defined a1 and bt such that the following is satisfied
with l = t:

a11r* (Kx) IF 2': bta-* (KF0 )·
We will define at+ 1 and bt+l inductively such that the above inequality
is satisfied with l = t + 1. One may assume from the beginning (modulo
necessary blow-ups) that the fractional part of the support of at7r*(Kx)
is of simple normal crossing. Then the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing
theorem gives the surjective map
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One has the relation

IKx'

+ fat?T*(Kx)l + F\\F
:J
:J

\KF + fat?T*(Kx)l\F\
\KF + btu*(KF0 )\
\(bt + l)u*(KF0 )\.

Denote by M~t+ 1 ,x, the movable part of \(at+ l)Kx' + F\. Applying
[7, Lemma 2.7], one has M~t+ 1 ,x,\F 2: (bt + l)u*(Kp0 ). Re-modifying
our original 1T such that \M~t+l,X'\ is base point free. In particular,
M~ t +1 , X' is nef. Since X is of general type \mKx \ gives a birational
map whenever m is big enough. Thus we see that M~ t +1 , X' is big if we
fix a very big t 0 in advance.
Now the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem again gives

\Kx'

+ M~t+1,X' + F\\F

\KF + M~t+1,x'\F\
\KF + (bt + l)u*(KF0 )\
\(bt + 2)u*(KF0 )\.

:J
:J

Repeat the above procedure and denote by M~t+u,X' the movable
part of \Kx' + M~t+u- 1 ,x, + F\ for integers u 2: 2. For the same reason,
we may assume \M~ t +u , x'\ is base point free and is thus nef and big.
Inductively, for any u > 0, one has:

Applying the vanishing theorem once more, one has

\Kx'

+ M~t+u,X' + F\\F

\KF + M~t+u,x'\F\
IKF + (bt + u)u*(KF0 )\
\(bt + u + l)u*(KF0 )\.

:J
:J

Take u

= p -

\Kx'

1. Noting that

+ M~t+P- 1 ,x' + F\

C

\(at+ p

+ mo)Kx'\

and applying [7, Lemma 2. 7] again, one has

at+11T*(Kx)\F 2: Mat+P+mo,X'\F 2: M~t+p,X'\F 2: bt+1u*(KF0 )
where at+1 := at + p + mo and bt+l = bt + p. Set f3t = h.
at Clearly
limt>->+oo f3t = ___:L_+
mo p .
The case p = 1 can be considered similarly with a simpler induction.
We leave it as an exercise.
Q.E.D.
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Lemma 2. 7. Let A C ILl be a pencil on V where L is a divisor on
V. Let R be a nef and big Q-divisor on V. Assume there is a birational
modification 'lrJ.. : V' --+ V such that:

(1)

the fractional part of 1rX (R) has simple normal crossing sup-

(2)

ports and the movable part of 1rX (A) is base point free;
IKv' + l1rX.(R)ll =J 0.

Then IKv + IRt+ £1 distinguishes different irreducible elements in the
movable part of A.
Proof.

Noting that

7rx(IRl) 2: l1rX.(R)l, we only need to study the smaller linear
system IKv, + 17rX.(R)l)+Mxl where IMxl is the movable part of 1rx_(A).
By our assumption, IMxl is composed with a pencil and fx: V'--+ Bx
and that

is an induced fibration of <I>IMxl' where Bx is a smooth curve.
If g(Bx) = 0, then IKv' + l1rX.(R)l + Mxl distinguishes different
general fibers of fx because IKv, + l1rX.(R)ll =J 0.
If g(Bx) > 0, we pick up two general fibers
and Ff. Then
AFf is nef and the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem
[13, 21] gives

Fx

M Fx -

H 1 (V',Kv'

+ l1rx(R)l + Mx- Fx- Ff) = 0.

Thus follows the following surjective map:

+ !1rX.(R)l +Mx)
(Kv' + 17rx(R)l)IF}) EB H 0 (FA"' (Kv' + 17rx(R)l)IFf ).

H 0 (V',Kv,
--+

H 0 (Fx,

Again the assumption IKv,+ !1rX.(R)ll =J 0 implies that IKv,+ l1rX.(R)l+
(and thus IKv + !Rl + Ll) distinguishes different irreducible elements in the movable part of A. We are done.
Q.E.D.

Mxl

The following lemma is tacitly used in our context.

Lemma 2.8. Let Q be any Q-divisor on a nonsingular projective
variety Z. Let 7r : Z --+ Z be any birational modification. Assume
that IK.z + l1r*(Q)ll gives a birational map. Then IKz + IQll gives a
birational map.
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Proof.

This is clear due to the fact:

1f*Oz(Kz

+ 7f*(fQl))

~ Oz(Kz

+ fQl)

and 1f*(fQl)::::: f7r*(Q)l
§3.

Q.E.D.

Q-divisors on surfaces and threefolds

We leave the proof for the next two results on surfaces as an exercise
which is really a standard Q-divisor argument.
Lemma 3.1. LetS be a nonsingular projective surface of general
type. Denote by a : S ---+ S 0 the birational contraction onto the minimal
model S 0 . For any nef and big Q-divisor Q2 on S, one has

under one of the following situations:
(1) m::::: 2;
(2) m = 1 and p9 (S) > 0.
Theorem 3.2. Keep the same notation as in Lemma 3.1. Then the
rational map <I>JKs+mO"*(Ksol+rQ 2 lJ is birational in either of the following
cases:
(1) m::::: 4;
(2) m::::: 3 and p9 (S) > 0.
Proposition 3.3. Assume dim(V) = 3 and Pmo (V) ::::: 2 for some
positive integer mo. Keep the same notation as in 2.2. Let Q3 be
a nef Q-divisor on V and Q~ a nef Q-divisor on X'. Then Kx' +
fq31r*(Kx) + Q~ l + F is effective for all rational numbers q3 > 2mo + 2.
Consequently mKv + fQ3l is effective for all integers m ::::: 3mo + 4.

Proof. The last statement is a direct application of the first one
due to 2.4. We prove the first statement.

( £) Take further necessary modifications to X' such
that the supports of the fractional parts of Q~ and
1rv(Q3) are of simple normal crossing. For simplicity
we still use X' to denote the final birational model
dominating V.
We have a fibration f : X'
consider the linear system

---+

B induced from lmoKI as in 2.2. We
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Because qa7r*(Kx) + Q~ is nef and big and the fractional part of Q~ is of
simple normal crossing by our assumption, the vanishing theorem says

H 1 (X, Kx' + rqa7r*(Kx) + Q~l)

=

0.

Thus one has the surjective map:

H 0 (X,Kx' + rqa7r*(Kx) + Q;l +F)
-----+

H 0 (F,Kp + rqa7r*(Kx) + Q;liF)·

Note that in our case a general fiber off is a surface of general type
which has a Gorenstein minimal model. Thus the conditions in both
Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 are satisfied. If b > 0, Lemma 2.5 says that
7r*(Kx)IF rv a*(Kp0 ) where a : F -----+ Fo is the contraction map. If
g(B) = 0, Lemma 2.6 says that one can find a very big numbers such
that
7r*(Kx)iF:?: f3sa*(KF0 )
and {38 is sufficiently near _1!_+
> m o1+1 and f3s < _l!_m
+ .
mopoP
Let us put as := m't+P - f3s· Then as I-+ 0 whenever s
Whenever qa > 2mo + 2, one has

> qaf3sa*(KF0 )
=

=

qa(

P

I-+

+oo.

- as)a*(KF0 )

mo+P
(2+ (q 3p- 2mo- 2p- qaas))a*(Kp0 ).
mo+P
.

When s is big enough, one sees 23 P~o~~- 2 p - qaas > 0. We may assume
that qa7r*(Kx )IF- qaf3sa*(Kp0 ) is Q-linearly equivalent to an effective
divisor R 23 ,s on F. Then

qa7r*(Kx)IF- Rq3 , s - 2a*(KF,o)
( qap - 2mo - 2p - qaas. )a * (KFo )
mo+P
is nef and big since

qap- 2mo- 2P

mo+P

> 0. Therefore

H 0 (KF+rqa7r*(Kx) + Q;liF) ::J H 0 (Kp+2a*(KF0 )+rR23 ,n + Q;l)

=f 0

by Lemma 3.1. And in fact h 0 (Kp + 2a*(Kp0 ) + rR23 ,n + Q~ l) > 1.
Q.E.D.

Remark 3.4. In the proof of Proposition 3.3, if the general fiber
of f is a surface with p 9 > 0, then, according to Lemma 3.1, Kx' +
rq31r* (K x) + Q~) l + F is effective for all rational numbers q3 > mo + 1.
And accordingly mKv + rQal is effective for all integers m :?: 2mo + 3.
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Theorem 3.5. Assume dim(V) = 3 and Pm0 {V) 2: 2 for some
positive integer m 0 • Keep the same notation as in 2.2. Let Q3 be a nef
Q-divisor on V and Q~ a nef Q-divisor on X'. Then
(1) c:PIKx'+fqs?r*(Kx)+Q~l+Mol is birationalfor all rational numbers
q3 > 4m0 + 4. In particular c:PimKv+fQsll is birational for all
integers m 2: 5mo + 6;
(2) if the general fiber F off: X' --+ B has positive geometric
genus, ci>IKx 1 +fqs?r*(Kx)+Q~l+Mol is birational for all rational
numbers q3 > 3mo + 3. In particular c:PimKv+fQsll is birational
for all integers m 2: 4mo + 5.
Proof.

According to Proposition 3.3 and Remark 3.4,

is always effective under each situation since mo7r*(Kx) 2: Mo. Therefore Lemma 2.7 says that IKx'+ fq37r*(Kx) + Q~l +Mol can distinguish
different generic irreducible elements of IMol· Thus it suffices to prove
the birationality of ci>IKx,+fqs?r*(Kx)+Q~l+ModF for a general fiber F of
f. The proofs for statements (1) and (2) are similar. We only consider
(1) while omitting the proof for (2).
Of course, the first step in utilizing the vanishing theorem is to make
the support of the fractional part of { Q~} to be simple normal crossing.
This can be done by re-modifying X'. For simplicity we may assume,
from now on, that our X' has the property st~;tted in(£) (see the proof
of Proposition 3.3).
The Kawatama-Viehweg vanishing theorem implies, noticing FIF rv
0, that

IKx, + fq37r*(Kx) + Q~l +Mol IF= IKF + fq37r*(Kx) + Q~liFI·
We study a smaller system IKF + fq37r*(Kx)IF +Q~IFl We have already ?r*(Kx)IF 2: f3sa*(Kp0 ) and 0 < as := ~ - f3s, as ~ 0
whenever s ~ +oo. When q3 > 4mo + 4,

q31r*(Kx)IF

2: q3f3sa*(KF)
=

4a*(Kp0 )

+ tsa*(Kp

0 )

where t 8 := qsp~~+~- 4P- q3as > 0 whenever s is big enough. Therefore,
by Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.8, IKs+ f4a*(KF0 ) + tsa*(Kp0 )+ Q~liFI
gives a birational map. Being a bigger linear system,

also gives a birational map. We are done.

Q.E.D.
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3.6. Threefolds V with x( Ov) > 1. Keep the same notation as
in 2.2. As seen in [6, Lemma 2.32], if x(Ov) > 1 and q(V) = 0, then a
general fiber F off : X' ~ B has the geometric genus p 9 (F) > 0.
Lemma 3. 7. Assume dim(V) = 3. Then
.A(V)

< {18 if x(Ov) > 1 and q(V)
-

10

= 0;

otherwise.

Proof. The first statement .A(V) :::; 18 is due to [6, Theorem 4.8].
When q(V) > 0, .A(V):::; 3 by Chen~Hacon [4].
When x(Ov) = 1, .A(V):::; 10 by [6, Corollary 3.13].
Finally when x( Ov) < 0, .A(V) :::; 3 is a direct consequence of
Reid's plurigenus formula by Reid [17] and by Chen-Zuo [9, Lemma
4.1].
Q.E.D.
From now on, we classify a 3-fold V into two types:
(I) x(Ov) > 1 and q(V) = 0;
(II). either x( Ov) :::; 1 or q(V) > 0.
§4.

Point separation on 4-folds

Proposition 4.1. Assume n = dim(V) = 4 and Pm 0 (V) ~ 2 for
some positive integer mo. Keep the same notation as in 2.2. Let Q4 be
a nef Q-divisor on V and Q~ a nef Q-divisor on X'. Then
(1) Kx' + fq41r*(Kx) + Q~ l + F is an effective divisor for all rational numbers q4 > 74mo + 37;
(2) mKv + fQl is effective for all integers m ~ 75mo + 39.

Proof. (2) is a direct result from (1) according to 2.4. We only
prove (1). Similar to assumption(£) in the proof of Proposition 3.3, we
may assume that X' is good enough.
Because q41r*(Kx) + Q~ is nef and big, and its fractional part has
normal crossing supports by assumption, the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem gives the surjective map:
H 0 (X',Kx,

+ fq47r*(Kx) + Q~l +F)

~ H 0 (F,Kp

+ fq47r*(Kx)

+Q~liF)·

By Lemma 2.5 and inequality (1), one has

fq47r*(Kx) +Q~liF

>

f(q47r*(Kx) +Q~)IFl

>

f2

m: +
4

1 a*(KFo)

+ Q~IF l
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If F is of type (I), then, by Remark 3.4, 3.6 and Lemma 3.7, we
need to set 2 m~\ 1 > 37 2: (.X(F) + 1) + .X(F), i.e. q4 > 74mo + 37, so
that Kp + r 2ffll:+ 1 u*(KF0 ) + Q~IF 1 is an effective divisor on F.
IfF is of type (II), then by Proposition 3.3 and Lemma 3.7 we need
2 J:+l > 32 2: (2.X(F)+2) +.X( F) so that KF+ r 2 J:+ 1 u*(KF0 ) + Q~IF 1
is effective.
In a word, when q4 > 74mo+ 37," Kx' + rq41r*(Kx) + Q~1 + F is
effective.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.2. Assume n = dim(V) = 4 and Pmo 2: 2 for some
positive integer mo. Keep the same notation as in 2.2. Let Q4 be a nef
Q-divisor on V and Q~ a nef Q-divisor on X'. Then
(1) IKx' + rq47r*(Kx) + Q~1 +Mol gives a birational map for all
rational numbers q4 > 150mo + 75;
(2) <PimKv+fQll is birational for all integers m 2: 151mo + 77.

Proof. Similar to assumption(£), we may assume that X' is good
enough (after a necessary modification). Also (2) is a direct result of
(1). We only prove (1).
By Proposition 4.1, wesee that Kx,+rq47r*(Kx) + Q~1 2: 0. Lemma
2.7 tells us that we only need to verify the birationality of

for a general fiber F of f. The vanishing theorem gives

noticing MoiF ""'0. Lemma 2.5 and inequality (1) imply

rq41r*(Kx) + Q~ 11F 2: r 2 m~4+ 1 u*(KFo) + Q~IF l
Noting that F is a threefold of general type, we still use a similar
argument to that in the proof of Proposition 4.1.
IfF is of type (I), then, by Theorem 3.5(2), 3.6, Lemma 3.7 and
Lemma 2.8, IKF+ r 2m~\lu*(KFo) + Q~IF 11 gives a birational map when

· q4 1 > 75 2: (3-X(F) + 3) + .X(F),
2mo+
i.e. q4 > 150mo + 75.
IfF is of type (II), by Theorem 3.5(1) and Lemma 3.7,
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is birational when 2.!:+1 > 54 2:: (4.X(F)+4)+.X(F), i.e. q4 > 108m0 +54.
To make a conclusion, IKx' + q4n*(Kx) + Q~ l +Mol gives a birational map for all rational numbers q4 > 150m0 + 75.
Q.E.D.

r

A direct result of Theorem 4.2 is the following:

Corollary 4.3. Assume dim(V) = 4 and Pm 0 ;:::: 2 for some positive
integer mo. Then 'Pm is birational onto its image for all integers m ;::::
151mo + 77.

§5.

Proof of the main theorem
We organize the proof according to the value of

First we consider the case

L ;::::

L.

n - 2.

Proposition 5.1. Assume n = dim(V) 2:: 3, Pm 0 (V);:::: 2 for some
positive integer mo and L 2:: n- 2. Keep the same notation as in 2. 2. Let
Qn be any nef Q-divisor on V and Q~ any nef Q-divisor on X'. Then
(1)
(2)

Kx' + fqnn*(Kx) + Q~ l + (n- 3)Mo + F is effective for all
rational numbers qn > min{2m 0 + 2, 22} · (2m 0 + 1)n- 3 ;
mKv+ fQn l is effective for all integers m 2:: min{2mo+2, 22} ·
(2mo + 1)n- 3 + mo(n- 2) + 2.

Proof. Noting that (2) is a direct application of (1), we only prove
(1). We are going to do an induction on n.
When n = 3, Proposition 3.3 says that the statement is true when
q3 > 2mo+2 = (2mo+2)·(2mo+1)n- 3 +m 0 (n-3). On the other hand,
we may replace m 0 with .X(V). In fact, Lemma 3.7 gives .X(V) :::; 18 for
type (I) and .X(V) :::; 10 for type (II). Thus, by Proposition 3.3 and
Remark 3.4, Kx' + fq3n*(Kx) + Q~ l + F is effective whenever q3 > 22.
Therefore statement (1) is true for q3 > min{2m 0 +2, 22}·(2m0 +1)n- 3 +
mo(n- 3).
Assume that statement (1) is correct for varieties of dimension :::;
n - 1. Starting with a good model X' satisfying 2.3, we can do the
induction. Noticing that F is of dimension n -1, we hope to reduce the
problem onto F. Since L 2:: n- 2, we have dim 'Pmo (F) 2:: dim <PI Mol (F) 2::
n- 3 = dim(F)- 2 by the simple additivity property. Because MoiF:::;
moKx'IF '""moKF, we know <PimoKFI(F) 2:: <PIMoiFI(F) 2:: dim(F)- 2.
Because qnn*(Kx) + Q~ is nef and big and has simple normal crossing
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fractional parts, the vanishing theorem gives the surjective map:

----+

H 0 (X', Kx' +I qnn*(Kx) + Q~ l + (n- 3)Mo +F)
H 0 (F, KF + lqnn*(Kx) + Q~ liF + (n- 3)MoiF)

:J

H 0 (F,KF+ fqnn*(Kx)IF+Q~IFl +(n-3)MoiF)

:J

H 0 (F,KF+ fq~a*(KFo)+Q~IFl +(n-4)MoiF+MoiF)

(4)

where q~ ~ 2./!;+1 > min{2m 0 + 2, 22} · (2m 0 + 1)(n- 1 )- 3 by Lemma
2.5 and inequality (1). Because MoiF :::; moKF and by taking those
pencil AF c IMoiiF, the induction and Lemma 2.8 tell us that KF +
lq~a*(KF0 ) + Q~IF l + ((n- 1)- 3)MoiF + MoiF is effective whenever
q~ > min{2m 0 + 2, 22} · (2m 0 + 1)(n- 1 l- 3. We are done.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.2. Assume n = dim(V) ;::: 3, Pm 0 (V) ;::: 2 for some
positive integer m 0 and t ~ n - 2. Keep the same notation as in 2. 2.
Let Qn be any nef Q-divisor on V and Q~ any nef Q-divisor on X'.
Then
(1) IKx' + qnn* (Kx) + Q~ l + (n- 2)Mol gives a birational map
for all rational numbers

r

qn > min{ 4mo + 4, 57}· (2mo + 1)n- 3;

(2)

ImKv + rQ n11

gives a birational map for all integers

m ~ min{ 4m0 + 4, 57}· (2mo + l)n- 3 + mo(n- 2) + 2.
Proof. Again since (2) is a direct application of (1), we only prove
(1). We are going to do an induction on n.
Under the assumption qn > min{4m 0 + 4, 57}· (2m 0 + 1)n- 3, since
mon*(Kx) ~ Mo, we see

>

Kx, + fqnn*(Kx) + Q~ l + (n- 3)Mo
Kx, + iifnn*(Kx) + Q~ l + (n- 3)Mo + F ~ 0

by Proposition 5.1 since Qn := qn -m0 > min{2m 0 +2, 22}·(2m0 +1)n- 3.
According to Lemma 2.7, IKx' + qnn*(Kx) + Q~ l + (n- 2)Mol can
distinguish different fibers of f. We are left to show the birationality of
the rational map given by IKx' + qnn*(Kx) + Q~ l + (n- 2)MoiiF for
a general fiber F of f.
When n = 3 and q3 > 4mo + 4 = (4m 0 + 4) · (2m0 + 1)n- 3, the
statement is nothing but Theorem 3.5(1). On the other hand, we may
replace mo with .X(V). In fact, Lemma 3.7 gives .X(V) :::; 18 for type
(I) and .X(V) :::; 10 for type (II). Then, by Theorem 3.5(1) and (2),

r

r
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IKx' + qn11"*(Kx) + Q~ l + (n- 2)Mol gives a birational map for all
rational numbers q3 > max{ 57, 44} = 57. Therefore statement (1) is
true whenever q3 > min{4m 0 + 4, 57}.
Assume that statement {1) is correct for varieties of dimension ::;
n- 1. Starting with a good model X' satisfying 2.3, we can do the
induction again. Still, we see q,lmoKFI {F) ?: q,IMoiFI {F) ?: dim{ F) - 2.
We hope to reduce to the problem on F. According to the relation {4),
we only need to study

where q~ ?: 2.,'!;+ 1 > min{4mo + 4, 57}· {2mo + 1)(n- 1)- 3 by Lemma
2.5 and inequality {1). Because MoiF ::; moKF and by taking those
pencil AF C IMoiiF, the induction and Lemma 2.8 tell us that IKF +
Iq~CT*(KF0 ) + Q~IF l + ((n -1)- 2)MoiFI gives a birational map. Thus
IKx' + fqn11"*(Kx) + Q~ l + (n- 2)MoiiF gives a birational map. We
are done.
Q.E.D.
Next we discuss the case L = n- 3.

Proposition 5.3. Assume n = dim{V)?: 4, Pm0 (V)?: 2 for some
positive integermo and L?: n-3. Keep the same notation as in 2.2. Let
Qn be any nef Q-divisor on V and Q~ any nef Q-divisor on X'. Then
{1) Kx' + Iqn1r*(Kx) + Q~ l + (n- 4)Mo + F is effective for all
rational numbers qn > 37{2m0 + 1)n-:- 3 ;
{2) mKv + IQn l is effective for all integers m ?: 37{2m0 + 1 )n- 3 +
mo{n- 3) + 2.

Proof. Statement {1) implies {2). So we only prove {1). Similar to
the assumption (£), we may assume that X' is good enough {modulo
blow-ups) for our purpose. We prove by an induction on n.
When n = 4, {1) is exactly Proposition 4.1{1).
Assume that {1) is correct for all varieties of dimension n- 1. Pick
a general fiber F of f. Because MoiF ::; moKx'IF ,...., moKF, we know
q,lmoKFI{F) ?: q,IMoiFI{F) ?: n- 4 = dim{F)- 3. As long as we take
those pencils AF c IMoiiF on F, the induction works on F. Thus we
restrict everything onto F. By the vanishing theorem, we may get the
similar relation to (4):

+ lqn11"*(Kx) + Q~ l + (n- 4)Mo + FIIF
IKF + fq~CT*(KF0 ) + Q~IF l + ((n -1)- 4)MoiF + MoiF)I
IKx'

:::>

where q~ ?: 2J!;+ 1 > 37{2m0 + 1)(n- 1)- 3 by Lemma 2.5 and inequality
{1). The later linear system is non-empty by induction. Therefore Kx'+
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qn7r*(Kx} + Q~ l + (n- 4)Mo + F is effective for all rational numbers
qn > 37(2mo + 1)n-3 .
Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.4. Assume n = dim(V) ? 4, Pm 0 (V) ? 2 for some
positive integer mo and t ? n- 3. Keep the same notation as in 2.2.
Let Qn be any nef Q-divisor on V and Q~ any nef Q-divisor on X'.
Then

(1)
(2)

Kx' + rqn7r*(Kx)+ Q~ l + (n- 4)Mo + F is effective for all
rational numbers qn > 75(2m0 + 1)n- 3 ;
mKv + rQn l is effective for all integers m? 75(2m0 + l)n- 3 +
mo(n- 3) +2.

Proof. The proof is parallel to that of Proposition 5.3. To avoid
Q.E.D.
unnecessary redundancy, we omit the details.

Definition 5.5. The sequences {ut}f=4 and {wt}f=4 are defined by
the following rules:
•
•
•

-

-

An = m2_ and, for all i < n, .Xi_= .Xi;
U4 = 75A4 + 37 and W4 = 15U4 + 75;
for all i, Ui =:Xi+ Ui-1(2Ai + 1) and Wi =:Xi+ Wi-1(2Ai + 1).

Finally we study the case t

~

n - 4. We begin with the case t = 1.

Theorem 5.6. Assume n = dim(V) ? 4 and Pmo ? 2 for some
positive integer mo and t ? 1. Keep the same notation as in 2.2. Let
Qn be any nef Q-divisor on V and Q~ any nef Q-divisor on X'. Then

(1)

(2)
(3)

Kx' + rlin7r*(Kx)+Q~l is effective for all rational numbers
lin> Un·
IKX' + rlin 1C"* (K X) + Q~ 11 gives a birational map for all rational numbers lin > Wn.
imKv + rQnll gives a birational map for all integers m ?
Wn+2.

Proof. Statement (3) is a direct result of (2). So we have to prove
(1) and (2).
Whenn = 4, the conditions in (1) and (2) read li4 > u4 := 75mo+37
and li4 > W4 := 151mo + 75. Both the statements are nothing but
Proposition 4.1(1) and Theorem 4.2(1), noting that m 0 1r*(Kx) 2:: M 0 2::
F. Besides if we take mo = .X(V), the statements are true for li4 > u 4 :=
75.X(V) + 37 and li4 > W4 := 151-X(V) + 75.
Assume that the statements are correct for n - 1 dimensional varieties. By definition, mo ? .X(V) and An 2:: .X(V). Because lin 1r* (K x) ?
(lin -mo)7r*(Kx)+Mo, we will study IKx,+r(lin- mo)7r*(Kx) + Q~ l+
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Mol· Now the vanishing theorem gives:
IKx, + rclin- mo)7r*(Kx) + Q~ l +Mol IF
IKF + rclin- mo)7r*(Kx) + Q~ liFI
:::>

IKF + rclin- mo)7r*(Kx)IF + Q~IF l

:::>

IKF+

r~:n~:~o-*(KFo)+Q~IFll·

Clearly dim(F) = n- 1, the induction hypothesis says
Kp +

r~:n~ :~ o-*(KFo) + Q~IF l

is effective when~~~~> Un-1 and IKF+ r~':n~~~o-*(KFo)+Q~IFll
gives a birational map when ~':n~~~ > Wn_ 1 • Both conditions can be
replaced by lin > Un = ).'n + Un-1(2::Xn + 1) and lin > Wn = ).'n +
~n-1(2::Xn + 1), where ::Xn = mo. Note however it is enough to take
>.i = >.i for all i < n. We are done.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.7. Assume n = dim(V) 2: 5 and Pm0 2: 2 for some
positive integer mo and t :S n- 4. Keep the same notation as in 2.2.
Let Qn be any nef IQ-divisor on V and Q~ any nef IQ-divisor on X'.
Then

(1)
(2)
(3)

Kx, + rqn7r*(Kx) + Q~ l +(t-1)Mo is effective for all rational
numbers qn > (2mo + 1)"- 1un-•+1·
IKx' + rqn7r*(Kx) + Q~ l + (t -1)Mol gives a birational map
for all rational numbers qn > (2mo + 1Y- 1wn-•+1·
lmKv + rQn 11 gives a birational map for all integers m 2:

(2mo + 1Y- 1wn-•+1 + mo(t- 1) + 2.

Proof. Statement (3) is direct from (2). So we only need to prove
(1) and (2).
When n = 5, one necessarily has " = 1 and the statements are
nothing but those in Theorem 5.6.
First We consider statement (1). We may restrict the problem to F
by the vanishing theorem. Then, since MoiF :S moo-*(Kp0 ) :S moKp,
we may study the linear system

Note that dim q>JmoKFJ (F) 2: q>JMoJ (F) 2: t - 1. Then we can do an induction and repeat this program for finite times. Finally we are reduced
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to study the non-emptyness of the linear system on W of dimension
n- £+ 1:

(6)
where r: W -+ W 0 is a contraction morphism to the minimal model.
Furthermore dim4>1moKwi(W) 2:: dhn4>1Moi(W) 2:: 1. Now Theorem
5.6(1) says that (2 mo't1)• 1 > Un-~+1 is enough to secure the nonemptyness of the linear system (6), where Un-~+1 is obtained by the
sequence {ut}~~,t+ 1 with ui = :Xi+ ui-1(2:Xi + 1), u4 = 75:X4 + 37,
:Xn-~+1 = mo and, for all other i, :Xi = >.i. Therefore statement (1) is
correct.
Statement (1) and Lemma 2.7 allow us to reduce the problem onto
lower dimensional varieties. Thus what we are left to do is similar to that
for statement (1). So after one step restriction, we get the linear system
(5) on F. After successive restrictions and inductions, we may obtain
the linear system (6) on W of dimension n- £ + 1. Now we may apply
Theorem 5.6(2) to get the condition (2 mo'tl)• 1 > Wn-~+1 where Wn-~+1
is obtaine~ by the ~equence {wt}~~J+l with Wi =:Xi j- Wi-1(2:Xi + 1),
w4 = 151>.4 + 75, An-~+1 = mo and, for all other i, >.i = >.i. We are
done.
Q.E.D.
Finally we propose the following:
Problem 5.8. As we have seen, inequality (1) in Section 2 is the
key step to get optimal birationality. Can one find a better constant
'Y > 2 m!+l such that 7r*(Kx)IF 2:: "(u*(Kp0 )? When dim(V) = 3,
'Y = _1!__+
mo p is nearly optimal by virtue of our previous work.
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